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Regrettably, our proof of the main theorem in [1] contains some errors. The results of the paper do hold without change, and the original line of argument can be followed, after appropriate modifications. The corrections can be found in the electronic supplementary material to this article. The problems are indicated below.
(a) The way H F,x was defined, the inclusion {(F * , x * ) = (F, x)} ⊃ {T ∩ H F,x = F } in (7) may fail. On the event {T ∩ H F,x = F }, there may be descendents of x in T that do not belong to F (but belong to F * ). Therefore, we cannot conclude F * = F . This problem can be fixed by letting (F * , e * ) play the role of (F * , x * ), where e * is the unique edge joining F * to the rest of the tree. (b) The sets {ω ∈ : ω ∩ H F,x = F } are not disjoint (as claimed above (7)), only their intersections with X . This is remedied by a more careful application of weak convergence. 
